
Light Medicine Guide

Light Medicine Series teaches you to tap into the elements of the Universe and
harness them to create wellbeing for you and your body. Initially introduced as a self
healing system, it has expanded into a distant healing modality using various Light
Key Frequencies, Vortices and many more elements. It means you can get certified
and use these protocols for your clients as well.

The Light Medicine Series has following levels

1. Basic Light Medicine
2. Light Medicine Intermediate
3. Advanced Light Medicine – Level 1
4. Advanced Light Medicine – Level 2

The prerequisite for your Light Medicine learning journey is the Vortex of Light
Attunement.

Vortex of Light

The Vortex of Light is an element of Universe in action to create light and lightness in
the body. It has to be received in real time. You can receive the Attunement from
Nila or a facilitator here:

https://infinitehealing.co.uk/shop/attunement/vortex-of-light-attunement-1/

Basic Light Medicine - Certified

In the Basic Light Medicine course, you will learn about the elements of Universe
that can clear, cleanse and purify your body systems. It sets up a platform for a
healthy body. You will learn to use the following Vortices:

 Vortex of Light
 Vortex of Emerald Earth Energy
 Vortex of Blue Bubble Energy
 Ascension Vortex of Kindness

You will learn a health reset protocol using these elements.

You can purchase the class here. The certification is also available for purchase on
the same page, if you wish to use it for your clients.

https://infinitehealing.co.uk/shop/health/basic-light-medicine-practitioner-certified-
course-1/

Find a facilitator for a live class here:

https://infinitehealing.co.uk/basic-light-medicine-facilitators/

https://infinitehealing.co.uk/shop/attunement/vortex-of-light-attunement-1/
https://infinitehealing.co.uk/shop/health/basic-light-medicine-practitioner-certified-course-1/
https://infinitehealing.co.uk/shop/health/basic-light-medicine-practitioner-certified-course-1/
https://infinitehealing.co.uk/basic-light-medicine-facilitators/


Light Medicine Intermediate - Certified

In the Light Medicine Intermediate, you will learn some amazing protocols to embody
light and lightness with ease.

 Organ Detox Protocol
 Body Regeneration Protocol
 Body Revitalization Protocol
 Body Lightness Protocol & Weekly Routine

As a certified practitioner, you can use these elements on your clients to help them
embrace and embody light and lightness, in person or remote.

The Light Medicine Intermediate has prerequisites which will prepare your body to
embrace light and lightness.

You can check them here:

https://infinitehealing.co.uk/light-medicine-intermediate-course/

If your prerequisites are complete, then you can purchase the course and
certification here:

https://infinitehealing.co.uk/shop/health/light-medicine-intermediate-course/

Advanced Light Medicine – Level 1

The Advanced Light Medicine is a journey that taps in to the other realms of the
universe to create specific changes in the body.

You will learn to receive contributions from plant and animal kingdoms to create ease
in the body.

https://infinitehealing.co.uk/shop/light-keys/advanced-light-medicine-call-1-2/

Advanced Light Medicine – Level 2 - Certified

There are 3 parts to this course.

1. In Part 1, you will learn about the Body Intelligence Systems (BIS) and learn
how to tap into them and embrace wellbeing. It is Nila’s awareness that they
are responsible for miraculous healing like spontaneous remissions and stem
cell growth.

2. In Part 2, you will create a personal healing temple where you will learn to
offer healing and receive healing from your cosmic contributors.

3. In Part 3, you will learn trance healing- a form of healing where you allow
Light Beings to work through your body.

https://infinitehealing.co.uk/light-medicine-intermediate-course/
https://infinitehealing.co.uk/shop/health/light-medicine-intermediate-course/
https://infinitehealing.co.uk/shop/light-keys/advanced-light-medicine-call-1-2/


Please check the prerequisites. You can get the course and also get certified here:

https://infinitehealing.co.uk/shop/light-keys/advanced-light-medicine-level-2-certfied-
course/

If you have any queries or require assistance with respect to the courses, please
email us at team@infinitehealing.co.uk .

https://infinitehealing.co.uk/shop/light-keys/advanced-light-medicine-level-2-certfied-course/
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